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Bai'yusaenahe'mah

Colonized in EE 004-v, the Bai'yusaenahe'mah system is primarily used for researching dangerous items;
because of this, most of its planets are left untouched so that attention is not drawn to it, although there
are numerous sensor outposts - manned and unmanned - spread throughout the system.

The Flag

The Flag of the Bai'yusaenahe'mah is below.

History

More facts about the Bai'yusaenahe'mah System are listed below.

The system was first discovered, mapped and colonized by the Kingdom of Neshaten in EE 004-v
(YE 41).
The Kingdom of Neshaten focused on having this system to be focused on scientifical and engineer
testing area in EE 004-v (YE 41).
The sensor line was finished at EE 005-v (YE 43) as well as the Bai'yu IV underground military
complex.

The Heart of a Bai'yusaenahe'mah

About the Bai'yusaenahe'mah System Star, Planets, and other features.
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The Bai'yu Star

The heart of the Bai'yu System:

The Bai'yu Star
System Registry Bai'yu-G-6V

Star Names Bai'yu
Type G6 V Red Main Sequence

Radius 7.10 x 105 km
Surface Temperature 5300 K

Average Mass 1.74 x 1030 kg
Luminosity 4.54 x 1026 W

Number of Planets 5

The Type G6 is the primary sun of the star system.

Bai'yu 1

Bai'yu I is comprised of thousands or millions of small chunks of rock and debris; the area has several
scientific probes that are used to monitor the star.

Bai'yu 2

Bai'yu II is the system's only gas giant, currently, it is not used for anything within the Kingdom.
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Bai'yu 3

Bai'yu III is a resource-rich planetoid, unfortunately, it is of little use to the Neshaten due to its corrosive
atmosphere.

Bai'yu 4

Bai'yu IV is a barren world and is of little to no use due to the lack of any plentiful resources that could be
mined. The Shukara Volunteer Navy has constructed an underground military complex that spread
throughout various cave systems. The system is used for military training.

Bai'yu 5

Bai'yu V is a toxic world with a thin atmosphere; the surface of the planet only has a few areas that are
livable while the rest of it is not. A small research colony exists beneath the planet's surface. A sensor
station orbits the planet.

People

The population of the bai_yusaenahe_mah System is consistent of Shukaren Laibe (Sub-Species) and
small portion of Shukaren Daur (Sub-Species). Other species of other factions are not allowed to settle
down on the colony. The Shukara Volunteer Navy 3rd Fleet is responsible for protection of this system.

Characters

The Characters that are located here:1)

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

Great roleplay opportunities.

Military training on Bai'yu IV.
Be part of various secret experiments on Bai'yu V.
Come in close contact with the Kingdom of Neshaten.

Local Rumors

Maybe True, Maybe not.
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The 3rd fleet had various Daur incidents.
Or'ion is involved with the sensor network to monitor outsiders.

OOC Notes

Kalshion created this article on 2015/03/19 20:51. Updated by Rawolfe.

Art was created in Artbreeder and the Flag was created by Rawolfe.

This was approved by Andrew on 03/02/2021.2) /

Places of the SARPiverse
Place Categories star system

1)

A struct table will show when characters are listed as present
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/baiyusaenahemah.67268/
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